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Telling Stories from Haiti
Dany Laferriere and Authenticzty and Authority in Autobiography
- Lee Skallerup Bessette

Introduction
On June 27, 2011, the website GOOD.is published the article "I'm Gonna eed
You to Fight Me On This" by journalist Mac McClelland. i In it, she describes her PTSD,
acquired when she was sent to cover the rapes that were taking place in Haiti postearthquake. As McClelland watched one rape victim reduced to hysterics when they spotted
one of her rapists, McClelland suffered her own trauma. As a result, McClelland negotiated
to be "raped" violently by a friend in order to overcome her PTSD. Within hours, the
backlash against McClelland's piece had appeared online.
The most widdy-circulated reaction comes from a group of 36 female reporters
who have lived in and written about Haiti for years. In an open letter to the editors of
GOOD.is, the women write:
In writing about a country filled with guns, "ugly chaos" and "gang-raping monsters
who prowl the flimsy encampments," she lMcClelIand] paints Haiti as a heart-ofdarkness dystopia, which serves to highlight her own personal bravery for having
gone there in the first place. She makes use of stereotypes about Haiti that would be
better left in an earlier century: the savage men consumed by their own lust, the
omnipresent violence and chaos, the danger encoded in a black republic's D A.
Unfortunatdy, most Haitian women are not offered escapes from the possibility of
violence in the camps in the form of passports and tickets home to another country.
For the thousands of displaced women around Port-au-Prince, the threat of rape is
tragically high. But the image of Haiti that Ms. McClelland paints only contributes to
their continued marginalization. While we are glad that Ms. McClelland had
achieved a sort of peace within, we would encourage her, next time, not to make
Haiti a casualty in the process."
Michad Deibert, another journalist who has also lived in and written about Haiti, comments
that "I don't think I have ever read something that has viscerally struck me as more
narcissistic as a piece of writing about rhls country I dearly love" and asks if the future of
journalism is, indeed, ''Where the suffering and struggle for survival of the majority of the
world's population merdy provides a backdrop for navd-gazing to even further promote
what has already become our incredibly inward-looking, sdf-referential culture?"iii
Perhaps, however, the most disturbing aspect of rhls situation is the one voice and
story that is completely subsumed by first McClelland, then by those who would criticize
her; the voice and narrative of the rape victim who "triggered" McClelland's PTSD. In an
essay published on essence.com, Haitian-American author Edwidge Danticat gives voice to
Sybille/K* (as she is referred to in McClelland's essay/article/1\vitter feed). Danticat, \vith
K* /Sybille's permission, reveals that McClelland live-tweeted K*/Sybille's post-rape ordeal,
without her permission, and endangered her safety when McClelland exposed their location
through her Twitter feed and subsequent article. In a handwritten letter, in Haitian Creole,
which was sent through a lawyer to Mother Jones (where McClelland's article on Haiti
originally appeared), reads:
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You have no right to speak of my story.
You have no right to publish my story in the press.
Because I did not give you authorization.
You have no right. I did not speak to you.
You have said things you should not have said.
Thank you
Later, in an email to Dantic~t, .K* writes "I want victims in Haiti to know that they can be
strong and stand up for their nghts and have a voice. Our choices about when and how our
story is told must be respected."iv
I begin with this example because it represents one of the central tensions when
~g about life ~ting in and about Haiti, or other postcolonial countries: whose voices
are gtven,~e ~u~on~ to speak and what are those voices permitted to speak about, and
how can nauve VOJces counter the First World voices that have often spoken for or
spoke.n over ~em. Dany Laferriere, in his multiple versions and revisions of his
autoblOgraphical novelv.L:e golll des jeulleIJiles (Dilling IMth the Dictotor in nglish translation)
would. ~eem to be ex~g these very questions. While not offering any concrete answers,
Lafernere confronts a FJrst World.reader (albeit subtly) with their expectations and then slyly
subv~rts .the~ to great effe~t. In his second novel, Eroshilllo, Laferriere begins the process of
~uesu~rung Jdeas of authonty and story-telling in a short scene. The scene became an iconic
lIDage m Le g~lIt desjeUl1eI jiles, both the original novel and the movie. Soon after the movie
was released m 2004, Laferriere published a new version of the novel one that almost
doubled in size. The a~dition~ to the. new ver~ion complicate the rel~tionship between
reader and author, the autoblOgraphical pact' , and underscore issues of both gender and
class.
Laferriere and Life Writing
.
.D~y ~aferrie~e is the author of 20 books and screenplays all centered on various
penods ~ his life growmg up under both Duvaliers in Haiti, then as an exile in Montreal. His
father, Wmdsor Laferri~r~, wa~ exil.ed by Papa Doc in 1959, when Dany was only six years
old. Dany was alre~~y livmg Wl.th his grandmother in the countryside, hiding in plain site
beca~se o~ the poliucal work his father was doing in the capital. Dany moved back to Portau-Ponce.m 1964. an~ became ~ journalist in 1972 for the newspaper Le NOllvelliste, as well as
~or Le ~eht Somedz Sozrand Radio Haiti-Inter. In 1976, Dany's best friend and fellow
Journalist, Gasner Raymond was found decapitated by Baby Doc's security forces, with the
message that he was next. Dany left for Montreal, leaving behind his family. His work has
won numerous awards, most recently the prestigious Prix Medicis from France.
.
Early in j'ems commeje vis, Laferriere talks about the ongoing argument he has with
his aun~ ~ymo~de (who we ~eet at the beginning of Legolll desjelll1csfil/es) about the
auth~nucJty ~f ~s novel.s: "J'~ beau essayer de lui faire com prendre que mon travail ne
conslste p~s a .dire les faJ~s r.n:u,~ plutot a faire surgir I'emotion qui compte et rien d'autre,
pou: elle, Je .deforme la realite. [I tried to explain to her I'm not interested in the facts when
I wnte, but mstead focus ~~ the emotion and nothing else, but for her, I'm warping reality.] vl
In o~er. words, for Lafemere, emotion trumps what most of us would consider a factual
de~cnp.uon. Reality and emotion for Laferriere are not mutually exclusive, and one cannot
eXIst WIthout the other, but for him, emotion fuels the recreation of reality not the other
way a.roun~. Elsewhe.re, ~e puts it as follows: "As for the matter of the pe:centage of true
facts m ficuon or ficuon m true materials, I have my way of being a writer. When I talk
about my books, I always say that they are an autobiography of my fee.lings. I'm not
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interested in recounting my life in any traditional way ... The life I dream is as true as my
actual Ii fe. "vii This impacts how we understand Laferriere's writing more generally.
Elizabeth Walcott-Hacks haw suggests that this "hybrid action" berween the real and
unreal, between real life and dream life, is a reflection of Laferriere's refusal to be easily
categorized: ''Just as his writer's ''1'' has no fixed or rooted nationality, so too does Laferriere
inhabit a liminal identity, dancing at the borders, forever in motion."viii Gillian Whitlock
suggests that what Laferriere is doing is a part of a larger tradition of Caribbean life writing:
"In place of authenticity and a unified, organic sense of subjectivity one finds a profoundly
historical, political, and contingent sense of self-identification ... Caribbean subjects have
never been able to take for granted the occasion for speaking, nor the terms in which they
will be heard and recognized."i. Laferriere not only explicitly comments on the subject of
authenticity and subjectivity through his elusive "I" identity, he also problematizes the issue
of who is privileged, or authorized, to speak through numerous intenextual references.
V.S. Nail'aul, Douaruer Rousseau, and the Artist's Role
E roshlilltP is Laferriere's second novel. It fmds the narrator (Laferriere's alter-ego,
Vieux) "trapped" in the apartment of a Japanese-Canadian photographer, Hoki. He is there
alone, as Hoki has traveled to ew York because of the assassination of John Lennon.
Laferriere, in an interview, has revealed that he had never been the kept man of a Japanese
woman, but he would have wanted to be. xi The book is a fantasy, but one that turns into a
rumination on how we deal with trauma, specifically, the trauma of the atomic bomb. As I
have written elsewhere,xil the book becomes one author's attempt to understand how people,
the ordinary and the artist alike, deal with an event so traumatic, it literally changes the
direction of history; in the book the trauma is the atomic bomb, but in Laferriere's case, it is
the murder of his best friend and subsequent exile to Montreal. This is an important
question for Laferriere, as he, at this point in his career as an author, is attempting to figure
out how to write about his own traumatic experiences growing up in Haiti.
Towards the end of the novel, Laferriere quotes a Japanese photographer, Hiromi
Tsuchida, who travelled to Hiroshima to chronicle the afrermath of the bomb. He quotes:
Even if I could commune with the suffering of the victims, what would be the
result? All I perceive is the deep gulf between the victims of the atomic bomb and
ordinary people. I must recognize that this collection of photographs will not
succeed in bridging this gap. There is nothing left for me to do about this, except
admit the shame of my artist's vision.· iii
It is interesting to note that even though the photographer is from Japan, thus in a
supposedly privileged or authentic position to comment on the disaster, he is left powerless
in the face of such destruction. He is not trying to speak for the victims, but instead trying to
bridge the gap between the victims and those who were spared the immediate trauma of the
bomb. But, as Laferriere points out throughout the narrative, trauma has touched the lives of
so many who were not in Hiroshima when the bomb was dropped: survivors of the
Holocaust,Japanese ex-pats who weren't even born when the bomb was dropped, German
descendants of former Nazi soldiers, Americans and Europeans left at once horrified and
relieved as the bomb signified the end of the destructive force of World War II. 0 who,
indeed, has the right or the authority to speak about the trauma of the bomb? Laferriere is
also questioning how an artist is supposed to interpret and communicate that trauma.
Tellingly, the quote from the Japanese photographer comes immediate after a
section describing Port-au-Prince, Haiti; this is Laferriere's first mention in his books of his
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prior. life, the life befor~ his exile to Montreal. In both COfllfllmtJaire l'omollr allec 1111 Negre salis
se fi:hgller and most of Eroshiflla, the nationality of the narrator remains vague and unclear.
This scene would r~-appear in Le golit des jellfles.filles (1992), his second novel dealing with his
life and c~dhood In Haiti under the Duvalier dictatorship. This juxtaposition of scenes is
not by acad~nt and would seem to point us to Laferriere's effort to work through his own
~agm.ented life, pre- and post-exile. It is worth noting that the novel immediately following
EroshtnJa IS L'odellr dll caft (An Aroma of Coffee), describing some of his time living with his
~andrnother.~ P~tit-Goave in.~ Haiti. Most interestingly for the purposes of this paper
IS how Lafemere titles this sectlOn: 'Un paysage du Douanier Rousseau retouche par V.S.
N~paul" [A landscap.e by Douanier Rousseau Revised by V.S. Naipaul]; Rousseau and
Nrupaul's work as arosts has been problematically received particularly in relation to
authenticity and authority, not to mention each artist's problematic use of race in their work.
Henri Rousseau, often called Douanier Rousseau because he worked as a sort of
municipal customs agent,xiv was known as a "Primitive Painter". This primitivism comes
from the fact that he was a self-taught painter whose art contained a sort of naIvete that
<ii!fered from the art that was being produced during the same period. xv According to Henri
Behar, R~ussea~ possess~da "fres~ess of imagination, the childlike vision he managed to
preserv~ .1n all his works, XVI a quality that harkened back to a more primitive, oral and folkart tra~tlon tha~ was being largely.i~ored by Modernism. xvii But it may also be applied to
the subject of his ~ost fam?us PaJ11t1ngs, what are referred to as his Jungle landscapes. In
them, Rousseau paJ11ts exotic landscapes, animals, and "natives;" subjects he had never
observed first-hand.
Guillaume Apollinaire describes a version of Rousseau's life that is completely
~abncated but that atre~p~ to justify or lend authority to Rousseau's painting and subjects:
In many artlcles [ApollinaJre] states that Rousseau went to Mexico with troops sent by
Na?o~eon III to supp~rt Maximillian, and this is the memory of the 'forbidden' tropical
fruits In ~entr~ ~enca tha.t obsessed him in his Jungle paintings. Never sent to foreign
par~s ~w:.ng his military se!Vlce, Rousseau found the tropics at the J ardin des Plantes in
Pans. XVlU In fact, Rousseau's obsession with lush jungle landscapes would seem to reflect a
much more mundane impulse: "This impecunious suburbanite, aware that he had led an
unadventurous life, was through the evocations of the 'incredible f1oridas' ... to satisfy his
own need for dream, for escape."x;" How Rousseau represented these fictional worlds to
:vhich he escapes is an important consideration in order to understand why Laferriere
Includes Rousseau in his writing.
.

. Two p~tings ~ ~articular seem to we~-illustrate Rousseau's fictional escapes. "The
Sleeping Gypsy' ls.a paJ11tJng of a dark-complexIOned Black woman, sleeping in the middle
of the desert. Looking over her is a lion, and beside her are a lute and a vase. The woman is
exotic, unreach~bl.e, silent, and contains mystical properties; Jean Cocteau, in a 1926
catalogue descnptlon, puts it ~usly: "And perhaps it is not without motive that the painter,
who ~ever overlooks any detail, has been careful to omit any prints on the sand around the
sleeping f~et. The gypsy did not come there where she sleeps. She is there. She is not there.
She oc~ples ~o human site."" This is the Black woman as no-body, as escape, as fantasy.
But the !mage JS taken further when Cocteau asks, "Should we regard this picture as one of
Rousseau's dreams and the gypsy as his projection of Rousseau himself the ignored artistmusician?"..i The p~~g is indeed. fantasy, but that fantasy is a produ~t of and produces an
engendered and racIal !magery that IS problematic at best, racist at worst. One wonders why
Rousseau chooses a black woman to embody his crisis, or why a foreign, postcolonial
landscape. It does not seem fair or just to use a dominated and subaltern figure to represent
the fantasies of a dominant culture.
.
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Fantasy and the fantastic are prominently featured in the painting "Tropical
Landscape: An American Indian Struggling with an Ape." It is, indeed, just as the title
describes. The Native American is dressed in the most stereotypical of cosrumes: feather
headdress, bare-chested, nothing more than a feathered skirt covering his lower-half. The
image is "drawn from the rich, romantic tradition or the oble Savage" and has appeared in
other forms elsewhere in Rousseau's work. xxii Of course, a ative American would not be
found in a jungle, nor would he be facing off against an ape. But the lush vegetation that
Rousseau paints is also imagined: "Rousseau creates new flora and does not even atrempt to
describe any plausible landscape ... [taking] on a value that is more poetic than
descriptive."xxiU Interpreting this wholly imaginary and unreal landscape is not
unproblematic. Rousseau could be, once again, projecting his being into the figure of the
Native American, or perhaps he is illustrating the imagined and unreal aspect of the
stereotype itself; this sorr of image of the ative American, at the end of the nineteenth
century, "had become a cliche of the circus and theater."xxiv This could be the work of a sly
social critic or the fantasies of a naIve, child-like painter. Descriptions of Rousseau and his
approach to art would suggest the latter interpretation, showing again a racially coded
version of escape and fantasy.
The landscape, however, that appears in Laferriere's book does not belong entirely
to Rouseau; it is "retouche" by V.S. aipaul and thus further problematized and mediated.
Depending on your view, Naipaul is either one of the greatest E nglish writers of the
twentieth century or one of the most important apologists for Imperialism; or, more
accurately perhaps, both. A great deal of praise focuses on aipaul's skill as a writer to
capture details of the surroundings and that he "has disproved all the identifications that
critics have attempted, the labels of 'West Indian Writer' and 'Emergent Third-Worlder,'
'Mandarin' and 'Transplanted Indian' ... Wholly original, he may be the only writer in whom
there are no echoes of influences."xxv This "originaliry" that Naipaul possessed lead to his
emergence "as one of the most thoughtful writers of the postwar period because of his
shifting and challenging views on at least one great problem fundamental to our age [the
postcolonial condition)."u vi It is arguable that the view Naipaul offers challenges our VIews,
as it could simply reinforce old colonial discourses that have fallen out of favor. Laferriere
himself defends Naipaul as a writer and artist: "Une type comme Naipaul n'est ni raciste ni
antipatriotique. C'est un critique feroce. C'est ainsi qu'il regard Ie monde" [A writer like
Naipaul is neither racist nor unpatriotic. He is a ferocious critic. That's how he sees the
world.]xxvii One can understand how a writer like Laferriere who was himself exiled because
of his ferocious criticism of those in power would defend aipaul, but while Laferriere
defends Naipaul, others disagree.
In 1987, when brrJShifl,a was first published, Edward Said had just two years earlier
publicly accused Naipaul as being a "witness for the Western persecution" of the Third
World xxvlii and that he favored "the rritest, the cheapest and the easiest of colonial
mythologies about wogs and darkies."uix Said ell:plicitly states that Naipaul, because he is an
Indian Trinidadian, "has had ascribed to him the credentials of a man who can serve as
witness for the third world; and he is a very convenient witness. He is a third worlder
denouncing his own people, not because they are victims of imperialism, but because they
seem to have an innate flaw, which is that they are not whites" (465).xxx While critics were
praising his travel narratives, The Middle Passage and A ll A rea rifDarklless, as being refreshingly
honest and critical because Naipaul's "most pressing insights go directly against the grain of
the standard liberal bias held in common by most Western intellectuals today," "'! critics like
Said were pointing to the larger issue of neo-Imperialism that seemed to run through
Naipaul's writings about the Third World.
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This also doesn't take into account his clearly biased at best, racist at worst, view of
Blacks. In VS. NaipaJlI.· A Malena/isl Reading, Selwyn Reginald Cudjoe outlines the way
aipaul treats Blacks, particularly in The Middle Passage, Naipaul's account of his return to the
Caribbean after living in England. aipaul thought that "the egro was condemned to
'penn anent inferiority'''xnii and he "could not describe the egro in other than physical
tenns because he could not grant that African peoples in the Caribbean had a spiritual or
mythological tradition. Accepting the notions of the English racists, [Naipaul] could not
move beyond the colonizer's confined vision of the society."XlO<m This attitude is repeated
often in Naipaul's fiction, notably; In a Free Siale, The Mimic Mm, and The OvermJwded
Barracoon, granting us "only stereotypical responses to the conditions of the subject in
postcolonial societies"xniv where "blacks remain in a state of 'sweet infantilism,' without
language and without basic intelligence."xxxv It is interesting, then, that Laferriere chooses
Naipaul to "rewrite" or "revise" the landscape we are about to read.
The scene in question takes place one hot summer night in Port-au-Prince. Naipaul
is in Haiti to write a story for the magazine Ro/ltiJg Stolle. The fictional Naipaul is
accompanied by a group of Haitian girls, whom he chauffeurs in his "Buick 57." Naipaul, as
described in this brief passage, seems completely detached from the surroundings. Despite
the heat, Naipaul barricades himself in the Buick in an effort to understand "this lunatic
asylum of a city":
A guy with a dozen watches around his arm yells something at Naipaul and lifts his
wrist. A woman's knotty hand guides a little boy dressed in a new sailor suit. Pan left
to Bazar La Poste: a neck of a cola bottle, fat lips and ivory-white teeth part for the
pinkish liquid ... Slow motion: the red throat of a bottom feeding fish sucking up its
food ... Interior: Naipaul drowning in his sweat and the specks of dust washing over
the glass in flakes of liquid silk, in reddish streaks, in sarabands of ectoplasm
detaching the retina of the eye. xxxvi
In the heat and chaos, even Naipaul's eye becomes detached from himself, and it is clear that
Naipaul is unable to make much sense of his surroundings. It would be impossible to make
sense of a place like Port-au-Prince if one stays locked in the car, unwilling to venture out
into the chaos, unwilling to see beyond the superficial bodies that parade in front of him.
Further along, while sitting, waiting for the girls to get ready, "Naipaul observes. The black
back on the cockroach like the broken neck of a beer bottle. Its fine antennae in constant
movement. Naipaul's foot crushes it and it vomits out a whitish substance."xxxvii Previous to
that passage, the women's (black) bodies have been described tenderly and it is shown how
the women take care of each other: "Michaelle brushes Pasqualine's silky hair in front of the
large oval mirror ... Michaelle strokes the nape ofPasqualine's neck and gently kisses it.
Then rubs her back with eau de cologne."xxxviii Naipaul would seem to want to crush the
black bodies and expose the "whitish substance" while the girls themselves attempt to care
for each other and build affection. Naipaul cannot capture Port-au-Prince when his goal at
the outset is to destroy.
As homage to Rousseau, we can assume that this scene is wholly fantasy, created
from ~~ferrier~'s imaginati~n; like the ape and the Native American, Naipaul had never been
to HaItl, ~~r did he ever wrJte for Rolling Slone. The figures of the young women, as imagined
by La~ernere, or even all ?fPort-au-Prince, are locked in a battle with Naipaul, who resists
knowmg them or the reality they present to him. Tellingly, the section ends thusly: "In the
back seat the girls are laughing, showering perfume and powder on each other. Naipaul turns
around and catches powder puff in the eyes. The girls keep laughing. The Buick (an oblong
black mass) speeds on. There is no destination. Coolly into the Apocalypse.""",i. Once again,
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Naipaul has his sight compromised, this time not by.the city itself, bu~ by. the girls. In a book
already titled "Eroshima," one cannot miss the phallic (but also colorual) lIDagery of ~e
Buick aipaul is driving. This modern, Western, patriarchal ins~~nt.maytemporarily .
shelter aipaul from the chaotic city, but it will also playa role ill blinding him to the reality
around him, guiding him (and, unfortunately, the girls) towards the Apocalypse.
But how is what Naipaul does in this brief passage any different than what
Laferriere has done throughout the rest of the novel? Laferriere admits at the close of the
book that "I am interested only in cliches, and the foremost cliche concerning Japan is .
eroticism. I fell madly in love with a Japanese woman when I was 12 years old. A .HokusaI
engraving (I believe). A tall girl with horizontal eyes ... For me, su~reme elegance IS Japanese.
The women's clothing. Especially the fabrics. And, of course, thelt feet (which I can only
imagine). I am not talking about modern Japane~e women ... Japan has become
.
Americanized."xl The book is a fantasy, a collection of reflections based not on reality, but
the reality Laferriere imagines. The difference, it would seem, and this becomes the c~ntral.
distinction between Naipaul in Port-au-Prince and Laferriere in the rest of the book, ill ~elt
approach to the subjects in question. Laferriere, in Eroshima, never se.eks to crush the subject
in order to expose the repulsive innards, but instead watches, reads, lis~ens, and ~~empts t~
learn. He does seek to appropriate the voices, but lets them speak to him. Lafemere doesn t
lock himself in a car to cut himself off from the world around him, but instead immerses
himself in the fantasy, which is often sidetracked and even derailed by reality which he
embraces.
Laferriere has said that an artist needs to be free to e:,<plore any subject in any way
that slhe wants to: "Personne ne m'a demande d'ecrire, donc personne ne me dira quoi
ecrire."xli Laferriere's sentiment towards art closely echoes how Italian Futurist, Ardengo
Soffici, described Rousseau's art: "[Rousseau] has understood this truth, that in art
everything is allowable and legitimate if everything concurs in the sincer.e expression o.f a
state of mind."xlli The problem comes when we try to decide at what pOillt does an arost
begin to appropriate otherness or begin to misrepresent their subject m.at~er. ~ous.seau never
claimed to be capturing reality; his p~ntings were purel~ a product of his lIDa~atlOn. ."
Laferriere describes the chapter as bemg a landscape prunted by Rousseau bu~ retouche by
V.S. Naipaul, whose position within postcolonial writing is ~qually problema?c. Th~,
"
invocation of these two artists, whose subject matter often mvolved the e..XOtlC, the savage,
and the primitive can be read as a dig at those who would elevate an ar.tist to speak or
represent a whole people rather than their own subjective position: This sectlo~ co~es at the
end of a novel, written by a Haitian-Canadian, that is concerned Wlth Japan, ~os~a, and
the victims of World War II, suggesting that Laferriere is well aware of the diffic.~ty ill the
current critical moment to examine questions and cultures outside of our own.x~" But ?ne
also cannot ignore the accusations that have been placed at the feet o~ auth?rs like NaIpaul
that their work, through its critical veneration (or perhaps because of It), rrusrepr~s~~ and
even further marginalizes postcolonial voices. It is a delicate and difficult task, wotlng m the
first person about a postcolonial and traumatic situation. Laferriere, in this brief passage,
pushes the reader to examine these issues.

Le Gout des jeunes fiUes, Take One
.
..,
Le golll des je/Illes jillesvu" was published in 1992 and appeared in English as DIIIIIJg IVllh
the Dictator in 1994.xlv It is the stoty of one fateful weekend in 1971 when the narrator
(implied to be the author but who remains nameless throughout the narrative) is forced to.
hide out in the house of the young girls he has watched from across the street for years. His
friend, Gege, has symbolically fooled him into thinking that th~ Tonton.Macoutes
(Duvalier's civilian security force) were after him; Gege leads him to believe, ill fact shows
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him, fabricated evidence that he has cut off the testicles of a Tonton Macoute who had
earlier.~enly harassed the narrator. Over the weekend, the narrator reads the poetry of
MaglOlre Samt-Aude, and learns about the lives of the girls he has only ever fantasized about.
!hes~ are the same girls that appeared in the brief scene in Eroshima. The novel (clearly
Identified as such on the cover) starts, however, "Vingt ans plus tard, une petite maison it
Miami" (Twenty years later, in a little house in Miami).
It is in this house, belonging to two of his aunts, that Laferriere establishes his view
o~ authenticity when it comes to writing about his life story. His aunt Raymonde confronts
him ab~ut the rec~ntly published (although not referred to by title) L'odeur du c'!ft, a book
~bout his early childhood in rural Haiti with his beloved gtandmother Da: "Your book is a
lie from first page to the last," she tells him.xlvi When Laferriere tries to deflect his aunt's
criticism by telling .her "O.f co~se, ~unt Raymondet's fiction,"xlvil she isn't buying it. His
aunt takes offense 10 that if he IS gomg to use real people in his stories, then he has a
responsibility to "get it right." But what does it mean to "get it right?" She is particularly
upset by her nephew's portrayal of his grandfather, her father.
"Everything you wrote about my father was lies."
Apparently I wasn't going to be spared. Even if I did draw a very fair
portrait of my grandfather.
"He was my grandfather, Aunt Raymonde," I stammered.
"I know. But that doesn't mean you knew him."
"A grandfather is different from a father. I mean, he might be the same
person, but he has two different functions."xlvill
A bit further down, Raymonde continues with the defense of her father:
"Let n:e finish young man. You had your opportunity, and now everyone
knows everything about us, people I don't know and I'll never know ... My father
sent us to Port-au-Prince to study. You can't imagine what that meant back then.
This man," she said, pointing to the large photo of my grandfather that hung above
the telephone, "this man sacrificed himself for his daughters, and that's not in your
novel. " xlix
The perception of any given situation will depend on the position of the observer. Laferriere
can o~y see his grandfather as his grandfather, while his aunt has built him up so much in
her =d as a father that "she'd poisoned her sisters' lives with her obsession with one
man."1 Neither Laferriere nor his aunt is wrong in their recollections of the man who was
both her father and his grandfather, but both views are also flawed and highly subjective.
In fac.t, one could rea~ aunt Ray~~nde's apartment as an image for the challenges in
te~ a story any sort of :;liable :va~; It IS filled with newspapers and magazines, along
WIth a TV that IS always on: The MIa/lit Herald, Ebo'!Y, The Amsterdam Ne/vs, Free Black Press.
Aunt Raymonde lives off of coffee and the TV news."" She goes on to tell her nephew a few
of the pIeces of bad news she has heard: two men break into a house, shoot a woman in the
head, and set her on fir;; a man loses ~~ job, doesn't tell his family, and the next morning
shoot~ ,up a McDonald s; a boat of Haltlan refugees abandoned off the coast of Florida.
:aferr;,ere, ho~ever, shows ~ow incomplete her knowledge is of the events, how limiting the
facts can be m understanding a story. He asks if the man who went on to shoot up the
McDonald's made love to his wife the night before and how the owner of the boat filled
with Haiti~n refugees could have abandoned them in the middle of the Atlantic ocean. 1I1 His
aunt's stones lack cont~xt, emotio~al details that could make the events more meaningful,
more real, rather than slmply headlines meant to shock and horrify. In the quest for "just the
.
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facts" news would seem to have lost its ability to move people. And, if the news is as
reliable as aunt Raymonde would seem to believe, why the various sources for her news?
Even the variety of news sources she consults implies the inherent subjectivity that comes
when telling any story, news or otherwise.
After leaving his aunt's, Laferriere receives a phone call from Miki, whose house it
was he used to watch from afar and escapes to that fateful weekend. She points him to an
issue of Vogue magazine, where a picrure of one of the other girls is fea~ed. Lafe~ere
reimagines the weekend when he was trapped in Miki's house .and expenenced thCl! world.
He conceives the story this rime like a screenplay, complete WIth a cast of characters. The
number of women, from Eroshi1lla to this version, have expanded from four to six, and we
have the added story of young Laferriere and Gege, who were wholly absent in the first
version. "Scene 1, Vendredi apres-midi," opens in exactly the same way as the passage from
E roshifl,a: Choupette drowning her chicken in ketchup. This rime, however, rather than
Naipaul picking them up, Papa picks them up in his Buick, a high-ran~ T~~ton M~coute.
"Scene 3" contains other parts of the passage from Eroshima, and the similantles contlOue on
throughout the narrative. There is a writer from Rollillg Stolle magazine there to profile the
music scene in POrt-au-Prince (but it's not Papa), as well as a foreign photographer who
becomes enamored by one of the girls.
One of the most significant differences between the brief passage told in Eroshi1lla
and the expanded universe of Les go/lis desjel/llesjiles, however, .is that we get dial~~e
between the girls, talking about their lives, their hopes and thCl! dreams. Each ~ 10 the
narrative is given the opportunity to "confess" to the narrator as he sleeps on their couch,
looking to evade caprure. Rather than silently performing for fiction~ aipaul's gaz~, ~e
narrator learns of their hopes, their dreams, and of their fierce detemunatlon to SurvIve 10 an
unforgiving place. The image of the girls in the car \vith Papa remains as well, as the
narrator often watches them drive off, both from his own window at home, and then from
the window of his hideout. These girls that he has often fantasized about become flesh and
blood women with complex emotions and motivations for their actions. Miki, the ringleader,
and who we know will go on to own her own fabric shop, knows that her youth and looks
will only protect her for so long; Marie-Michele is studying medicine and looking for any way
out of Haiti· Marie-Flore Miki's cousin, who is trying to escape her lecherous father, at
fourteen kn~ws more th~ a girl of that age should about men and seJ."Uality; Pasqualine is
only with Frank, another Tonton Macoute, in the small hope that she might get news about
her imprisoned brother. We also know, again from the introduction to the story, that
Choupette, Papa's woman, and perhaps the hardest of all the girls, ends up a Jehovah's
Witness after Papa (who finally left his wife and kids for her) shot another man that she had
been fooling around with. Unlike Naipaul in the brief scene in E"oshilll~, Laf~iere allows the
women to speak and gives voice to their individual strength and collective grIef.
The Rollillg StOIlC reporter and photographer from Voglle playa small, but .i mportant
role in the narrative in examining the question of authenticity and authority to \Vote a~out
Haiti. They are there to cover the (very real) musical revolution that was currently taking
place in Haiti at that time, and the novel often makes reference to real bands that were
popular at that time, such as Les Shleus-Shleus. But the journalists were also dr~w~,~? the
more cliched aspects of Haiti: "landscape, music, dance~ voodo~, the l~cal beau.tle~. tu As the
narrator puts it: "Their mandate was different. The Rollmg Stolle Journalist was aurung f~r the
heart of things. The photographer stayed on the surface. You have to read both ma~es
to get the complete picrure.""v But the complete picrure still remains elusive. TI~e m~slC1ans
are understandably hesitant to talk to the American journalist, who keeps prefaClOg his .
questions with "without talking politics ... " The musicians warn him against using words like
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:'expl~sion," "upheaval," or, worse, "revolution" when talking about their music. lv The

:v,

Inte1"V1 e .however, comes to an abrupt end when the reporter asks: "Do you think ... that
all of this IS due to the fact that, when all is said and done, Haitian artists refuse to face
reality?"lvi It is almost laughable to accuse these men in Port-au-Prince, one of whom it is
implied,
be forced to .p~rform oral ~ex on a .Tonton Macoute as retribution,lvII of ~efusing
to face re~ty. These ~~sICJans a:e makin~ musIc and trying to survive. And, according to
Gage Averill, the musIcIans of this generatlOn, years later, helped inspixe the overthrow of
Baby Doc .'viIi We see a privileged foreign writer try to impose his vision of what Haiti
should be and an artist's role within that system.

wi!I

.
. Lafe~ere, through the narrative, continues to probe the question of being an artist
In a dictatorship, or any sort of volatile political situation. Magloixe Saint-Aude is considered
to ~e one of the best poets of Haiti, or, according to the author, one of the best poets,
p~nod, bu~ he ~S? has a :ery ~roblen:atic history with Frans;ois Duvalier, having supported
him and his poliCles, helpIng him get Into power. Laferriere examines whether an artist's
political views or history disqualify him from being a truly great Artist?
Three hours later, I was engaged in conversation in front of the little oval mirror.
Myself and the Other.
OTHER Aren't you forgetting that Maglore Saint-Aude never had to worry
while Duvalier was in power?
SELF Isn't that for the best?
OTHER Maybe, but do you want to know why he was so free
SELF If you want to tell me.
OTHER See? You're denying it already.
SELF I'd rather have Saint-Aude free on the streets of Port-au-Prince than
rotting away in Duvalier's prisons.
OTHER He was Duvalier's friend till the end. They even died the same
year.
SELF So what? Saint-Aude was never a political poet.
OTHER Yet he was at the origins of the Duvalier ideology.
SELF Prove it.
.
OTH~R In June of 1938, your Saint-Aude signed Le mallifest des gnats, the
Canbbean eqwvalent of Hitler's Meill Ko",pf Who signed with him? Carl Brouard,
ano~er anarchist poet who enjoyed a state funeral when he died, the shadowy
Loomer Denis and the sinister Duvalier himself.
SELF You're going a little too far. You know the manifesto created
increased awareness of nationhood.
.OTHE~ Aw~eness of Duvalierism, that is. Even during the darkest years
of the dictatorship, Sa/nt-Aude never repudiated Duvalier.
SELF But his work did.
OTHER Explain yourself.
SELF Saint-Aude's work is the negation of his political thought.
OTHER Which proves he's fake.
SELF You're not convincing me, brother. ..
Silence fell upon us. We evaluated each other like boxers at the weight-in.
OTHER So, for you, is he still the greatest poet of the Americas?
SELF I'm afraid SOIIiI
Throughout the narrative, the poetry of Saint-Aude is shown to have sustained and
stre~gthened th.e narrator tha.t fateful v.:eekend, regardless of the hand Saint-Aude may have
had In creating It (by supporting Duvalier and the dictatorship, which enabled the Tonton
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Macoutes to te.rrorize the city). For example, the narrator reflects on his starus as prisoner in
the Milci's home, observing that he may be no safer there than outside. He opens the SaintAude's book of poetry at random and finds the lines "The prisoner's poem/As memory's
sun sinks," and then thinks to himself: "That's crazy! I came to this place and found a book
that expressed my emotions perfectly, what I was feeling at that very instant. A poem
touches us when it speaks specifically of our state of mind at the moment we read it.''1x The
"Other" side of Laferriere may have doubts and reservations about Saint-Aude, but the
"Self" understands how powerful and· beautiful the poetry is and what the poetry
represented to a young and confused boy.
These questions of politics and art, fiction versus the truth or reality, haunt
Laferriere more generally and this novel in particular. David Homel, Laferriere's long-time
translator and the translator of Dillillg with the Dictator, explains why he chose the title he did
for the English translation, "for reasons of reception":
Though the problem started with HOIII to Make Love to a Negro, Laferriere's first
novel, it reached its culmination with All AroIlIa ojCojJee, his third work. In the Globe
& Mail, a reviewer complained that the book was not political, and that any book by
a Haitian writer set in Haiti had an obligation to be political .. .! have heard similar
comments about other Laferriere books. A formalist poet with only a theoretical
knowledge of political representation dismissed Le gollt des jeulles jilles as being "too
frivolous, too Iight."II;
For the English audience of the book, the political elements of the novels were requixed to
trump any other concerns that the artist, Laferriere, may have had. Much like the fictional
Rollillg 510lle journalist accused the musicians, Laferriere is facing accusations that he is
essentially ignoring reality. But it isn't just the concern about being political; much like
Laferriere's aunt Raymonde, many critics of the novel focused on how the book got it
wrong, or focused on the fictional narure of the book. Nathalie Courcy and Dennis F. Essar
both speculate on the author's actual age in the story, putting him either at the age of 18lxli or
20.'xm Le golll desjelllles jillas is the first of Laferriere novels that critics can attempt to compare
with history because Lafertiere closes the novel with the revelation that Duvalier has died. In
the novel, it is Monday morning, but in acruality, Duvalier's death was announced on April
22, 1971, which was a Thursday.lx;v The novel implies however that the narrator is much
younger than 18 years old, still being babied by his mother and aunts, dutifully srudying for
school, playing pranks with Gege, and even still going to see movies with his mother and
aunts. This age difference is made much more explicit in both the movie adaptation and the
subsequent expanded novel, where the narrator makes clear that the events during that
fateful weekend happened when he was fifteen years old.I..' Regardless of the facrual
truthfulness of the narrative, Laferriere is faced with a series of impossible choices in
composing the narrative of his life: be honest about the emotions and be accused of being
dishonest or a-political. In rewriting Le gollt des jeulles jilles, Laferriere appears to be addressing
these criticisms head-on.

Le gout des jeunes fiUes, 12 years later I"oj
There are two major additions to the 2004 version of Le gollt des jeulles jilles; the first
is the addition throughout the text of excerpts of a published diary by the character MarieMichele. It is revealed in the beginning of the narrative that Marie-Michele had been lying
about who she was at that time; she wa not, as thought, a medical srudent fighting to find a
way to escape Port-au-Prince, but instead a member of the upper-class, part of the city's elite
who lived in a mansion in the rich part of town. The journal itself, however, is wholly
fictional. The second addition to the book is a Coda at the end that reveals that Aunt
Raymonde is dying of cancer. The person who would seem to have held Laferriere
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accountable for writing "the truth" was about to pass away. The newly revised novel now is
explicitly filled with a fictional counter-narrative to Laferriere's original story. This is not a
coincidence.
When he goes to see Aunt Raymonde, Laferriere is confronted with the difficulty of
even telling her story; much in the same way the two argued over his portrayal of his
grandfather, her father, Laferriere (and thus the readers) are confronted with the myriad of
possible ways of understanding his aunt. His mother's description of her sister is of someone
who was theatrical, but manipulative: "Elle [Raymonde] orgarusait tout un spectacle et
finissait par arracher Ie oui qu'elle voulait. On savait qu'elle jouait, mais elle etait irresistible"
[She put on such a show that she always ended up getting what she wanted. We knew she
was playing us, but she was irresistible].1xvii The family even went so far as to call her a little
dictator. Her sisters and nephew embrace that about her, as Laferriere states "c'est elle qui
m'a toujours dit de me laisser personne diriger rna vie" [she taught me never to let anyone
control my life].lltV;u Raymonde's daughter, however, has a different view of her mother and
her attempts to control, to dictate, leading her to move far away from her mother.lxb nce
~gain, ,!,e are reminded that there are multiple stories that are taking place at the same time,
lnvolvtng the same people, and we can only ever really offer our own admittedly biased
position and perspective.
Marie-Michele's journal remains problematic and difficult to evaluate. Sophie
Kerouack, in one of the only studies of the novel that includes the journal, says that the
journal provides a "contrepoint narratif [qwl enrichit les evenements passes de toute une
gamme de sensations et de perceptions qui leur donnent profondeur et temoignent, en
quelq~e sotte, de leur. veritable authenticite" [... narrative counterpoint, enriching the events
descnbed WIth sensations and perceptions that add depth while bearing witness to their
authenticity].lxx The irony, of course, is that the journal is wholly fictional, a creation
exclusively of Laferriere's own imagination. But he nonetheless chooses the form of a
journal, published as Fast Lane: Girls, Food, Sex, Music-The Sixties ill Haiti, based off of MarieMichele's personal writing during the time when she was hanging out with Miki and the
other girls, a time that overlaps with the narrator's experience hiding out at Miki's. It is also
published in English (although appears in French in the book, and one would imagine that it
was "originally" composed in French by Marie-Michele). The diary or journal as a form of
life. ~ri~, is often seen as a more spontaneous and less mediated form of life-writing;
Philip Lejeune g~es as far as calling it "anti fiction," explaining "L'autobiographie vit sous Ie
charme de la fiction, Ie journal est aimante par la verite." [Autobiography lives under the
spell of fiction, the journal is drawn to the truth].I..; But while the author of a journal may
not know how the story ends, Laferriere nonetheless reveals that Marie-Michele's journal is
as mediated a document as his own autofictional/alterbiographical writing.

~aferriere emphasizes ~at "si elle [Marie-Michele] a garde Ie caractere spontane des
observatl~ns et des commentaries, elle a quand meme retouche Ie style trop naIf (d'apres
:ll~) de la Jeun? ~doles~ente"surd~uee qu'elle etait. La style d'ecriture de la premiere version
etalt souvent telegraphique. [... If she kept the spontaneous nature of her observations and
comments, she nonetheless revised her self-described overly-naIve style of the precocious
teenage that she was. The writing style of the first version was often telegraphid.lxxi; Here we
clearly see that what we are reading is not the original or first version of Marie-Michele's
story, but an adaptation. We can also assume that the work has been translated from French
into English (although we are reading it in French), a further mediation. At the end of the
b~ok" Laferriere imagines an interview between a reporter from Vibe magazine and MarieMich:le? where, she reveal,s that "La ver.sion manus~ripte allait plus vite a l'essentiel, mais
mon editeur m a demande de Ie retravailler. Bon, disons que ce n'est qu'un journal
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personnel ... Comme on a voulu en faire un livre, j'ai du adapter un peu certaines histoires.
J'en ai jete d'autres, que Ie public nord-americain n'aurait pu comprendre. L'editeur m'a
beau coup aide en ce sens ... " lThe manuscript went more quickly to the essentials, but my
editor asked me to rework it. I mean, it was just a personal journal ... Because we wanted to
publish it as a book, I had to adapt some of the stories. I got rid of other ones because the
North-American reader wouldn't have understood. My editor helped out a lot in this
regard ... ].Ixxiii While Laferriere often gets criticized for the fictional nature of his narratives,
or his attempts to claim that they are, in fact, autobiographical, Marie-Michele's work is
celebrated for its realism and insight, even though it is as mediated as Laferriere's own text.
Again, it is interesting that not only does Marie-Michele publish her journal, it
becomes a runaway success. The lPashlilgtOIl Post says "pour la premiere fois, nous pouvons
penetrer dans la tete d'une jeune fille de clix-sept ans prise au piege, dans un pays en chute
libre, d'une c1asse sociale aveugle et insensible" [For the firSt time we are privy to the innerthoughts of a seventeen-year-old girl who is an insider to a class that is both blind and
insensitive to the chaos of their country].lxxlv But why is her voice given a privileged position
over the girls that Laferriere writes about in the narrative? Even being able to write a journal
implies that Marie-Michele possesses more privilege and thus more political power than the
girls she hangs out with. Keeping a diary involves certain material comfort, including literacy,
private space for writing, and the materials on which to write. The diary represents
"modernity's most important sites of freedom, a place where individuals can be alone ... "bexv
The ability to even produce a diary represents a "particular historical context that reflects
class and race as well as gender."lxxvl Laferriere's narrative shows just how over-crowded and
public the lives of the lower classes are; there is rarely only one person in Miki's house and
the narrator observes that his mother continually goes through his possessions.lxxvii If
anything, Marie-Michele's journal reveals just how privileged she was as part of the upperclasses of Port-au-Prince.
I wish to focus now on those examples from her journal that reveal how MarieMichele silences the voices of the lower-class women she spends her time with. Before
becoming enamored with Miki, Marie-Michele, when she was twelve, wandered out of her
upper-class enclave into, what she called "Les Moyens-Ages" [the Middle-Ages] which she
infinitely prefers to her "modem life" in "Ie Cercle dore."lm;jj There, she meets a peasant
woman, Esmeralda, and her five-year-old son, Nanou, with whom she immediately feels
connected to: "Je me suis glissee a cote d'elle, jauqu'a me mettre sous son ventre. Son corps
mou. Son odeur particuliere. Son souffle doux .. .Je m'enfouis sous les larges seins
d'Esmeralda pour sombrer dans Ie sommeil comme une pierre dans la riviere ... Esmeralda ne
sait pas lire, mais elle sait tout ce qu'il faut savoir pour vivire en harmonie avec son
envitonnement" [l slid in beside her, under her belly. Her soft body. Her unique smell. Her
soft breathe . . . I burry myself under Esmeralda's large breasts to sleep the sleep of stones in
a river ... Esmeralda can't read, but she knows everything she needs to in order to live in
harmony with her environment].I..;x This is a particularly stereotypical view of the lowerclasses, specifically of a black woman, there to mother and serve an upper-class child. While
Esmeralda may open up the country to Marie-Michele, she remains incredibly detached from
this woman: "Cela a dure six mois, jusqu'a ce jour j'arrive et je ne les trouve pas. Esmeralda
et Nanou, envoles comme des anges. Personne pour me renseigner. Je n'ai pas ete triste"
lThis lasted six months, and, one day, I arrived and I couldn't find them. Esmeralda and
Nanou flew away like angels. No one to ask where or why. I wasn't sad].IxXX Marie-Michele
romanticizes Esmeralda and is untroubled by her and son's disappearance, completely
negating Marie-Michele's claim that she was finally able to see her country; from the main
narrative, we know that people don't flyaway like angels, but disappear in the night at the
hands of the Tonton Macoutes. Marie-Michele may now know some of the myths and
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empeche l'epanouissement. Cet aspect moral tisse en filigrane la trame de mes
romans. luxy

legends of her country, but she is still blind to the reality experienced by most of the people
living there. Laferriere, in an interview, explains:
C'est dans Le golit des jeunes filles que, pour la premiere fois, on a donne la parole a des
femmes d'une classe sociale dCfavorisee - c'etaient des jeunes £illes qui habitaient la
maison en face de chez moi -, presque des prostituees. Ce n'est pas moi qui ai parle
en leur nom; elles se sont exprimees librement tout au long du livre, on dit leur
misere, leur bonheur, leur fac;:on de voir la vie. J'ai voulu leur redonner leur dignite
humaine, montrer aussie ce que la dictature avait fait de la femme haItienne. C'est un
des rares livres haItiens a voir douze femmes comme personnages principaux.'xni

[lMy position as a writer is to allow the voice of those who are anonymous and
oppressed by the economic elite, always hungry for more blood, money, and power,
to be heard. But how to talk about that without writing a "heavy" novel? It's what I
ask myself every morning when I enter the room where I work. I do it by diving
into daily life, a river that carries everything in its journey: the personal drama along
with the historical events. You only need to follow the life (without protection) of
an ordinary individual to see an entire age unfold. Plus, I have it on principle that I
never give the primary importance to a dictator. My goal is to expose in its multiple
facets, the lives of people for whom the dictatorship has limited their development.
This morality weaves through all of my novels.]

rJ.n Le gout des jeunes filles, for the first time, women from

the lower classes are given a
chance to speak, young women who lived across the street from my house. These
young women were almost like prostitutes. And it wasn't me who was speaking in
their name; they liberally expressed themselves throughout the novel, talking about
their misery, their joy, they outlook on life. I wanted to give them back their human
dignity, show what the dictatorships did to Haitian women. It is one of the rare
Haitian novels that features 12 women as main characters.]
Laferriere gives a voice to the women in the novel while Marie-Michele barely even records a
line of dialogue from Esmeralda, and remains unmoved when the dictatorship takes her and
her son away.
The narrator himself is never mentioned in the journal, even though the journal
clearly makes reference to an event that happened in Miki's house while the narrator was
there. In Laferriere's narrative, he witnesses Made-Michele making a reference to Sagan, and
she is shocked to discover that Choupette, possible the most vulgar of the group and MarieMichele's chief rival for Miki's attention, seems to know a great deal about Sagan. llOIxii MarieMichele's reaction to this revelation, and her attitude towards Choupette once again reveals
her class privilege and bias in her perceptions of what is happeni.ng. Marie-Michele doesn't
believe that Choupette could possibly know anything about Sagan and did it explicitly to
humiliate Made-Michele. She points out, "Choupette, eUe, est completement enfoncee dans
les marecages de la vie quotidienne. La culture reste, pour elle, quelque chose
d'inatteignable" [Choupette is buried so completely in the morass of daily life that culture,
for her, is unattainablel.'lOIXmBut is this not the same immersion that Made-Michele once
celebrated in Esmeralda? And, if Marie-Michele herself is a good example, why isn't it
possible that Choupette does in fact read Sagan and have an entire hidden life that MarieMichele isn't aware of? Marie-Michele, however, sees what she wants to see, and it is
convenient to compare Choupette's perceived ignorance, to that of her mother's, who is
only interested in culture insofar as it helps her maintain her social statuS.I"'iY
Laferriere has commented in an interview about his approach to writing, particularly
about those in a subaltern position:
Ma position d'ecrivain, c'est de faire entendre la voix de ces anonymes desarmes qui
se retrouve face a une elite economique toujours assoifee de sang, d'argent et de
pouvoir. Mais comment parler de tout c;:a dans un roman sans l'alourdir? C'est ce
que je me dis chaque marin en entrant dans la petite chambre OU je travaille. J'y
arrive en plongeant dans la vie quotidienne qui, tel un fleuve, emporte tout sur son
passge: les drames personnels comme les evenements historiques. n suffit de suivre
la vie (sans protection) d'un individu ordinaire pour que se deroule une epoque sous
nos yeux. De plus j'ai pour principe de ne jamais ceder Ie premier plan au dictateur.
Mon but c'est exposer dans ses multiples facettes, la vie des gens do nt la dictature
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Is Marie-Miche!e and the other women of the Cercle dore also victims of the social and
economic order? There is some indication that, yes, the Cerele is something that needs to be
destroyed, or at least challenged due to its rigid structure and hypocritical tendencies. But it
is hard to equate the "sufferings" of Marie-Michele and her upper-class friends with the trials
that we know Miki and her friends are faced with. Made-Michele clearly states that they do
not have to worry about the Tonton Macoutes, her friends and she herself travel freely to
any and all parts of the world, they are able to afford food, shelter, and any other luxury they
desire. While Marie-Miche!e dreams of another Che Guevara coming from her generation
and class, Miki, Laferrere, his mother and aunts, and the other girls all have to deal with the
day-to-day reality of living under a dictatorship. Even though Made-Miche!e's diary much
more explicitly examines class distinctions and the politics of that time, commenting on her
parents' hypocrisy and petty concerns contrasted with those of Choupette or Miki for
example, her narrative perspective is narrow and ultimately more limiting than the
perspective Laferriere's original narrative provides.
In conclusion, when we look at the three textual versions of Le gout des jeunes filles, we
see that Laferriere has put forward a complex challenge to the idea of authenticity and
authority in regards to writing about Haiti. Like Mac McClelland, if we come full circle to
where this essay began, Marie-Miche!e isn't interested in Haiti, other than to serve her own
goals and purposes. Laferriere, through Marie-Miche!e, also shows that being a "native" of a
given country does not necessarily mean that the narrative they produce will be an authentic
representation of life in that place at that particular time. On the other hand, including
Marie-Miche!e's diary shows that multiple narratives are possible, even necessary, in order to
understand the larger picture of any situation, situations that are complex and multi-faceted.
Mac McClelland's marginalizing and silencing of *K's narrative highlights how far we have
yet to go to be able to really hear and understand the stories coming from Haiti and other
Third World countries. Life writing in any form, for Laferriere, is always highly subjective
and mediated, but can be enlightening, even if it is in ways that are wholly unintended.
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- Danizete Martinez

Dismemberment tends to expose the social and political inscription of the human body and
hence of the subject.
-Margaret E. Owens, Stages ojDisfllelllbemJellt

Twentieth century body studies have frequently centered on corporeal
fragmentation and have attributed the phenomenon to the human psyche's response to
advancements in science, technology, and communication, and how these shifts have
influenced our basic process of socialization. Jacques Lacan has referred to this as the
"fragility of the ego" and ascribes it to an inevitable repercussion of entering the symbolic
social order; hence, the fracrured body has become a metaphor for the modern fissured
psychological condition.' Here, I consider how trearments of dismemberment center on the
construction and deconstruction of Chicana/o nationalist discourse. I focus on the cracks of
radical discourse in Acosta's The Revolt oj the Cockroach People (1973) and in the postmodern
apocalyptic historiography of Morales's The Rag Doll Plogtles (1992) in order to illustrate the
thematic resonance in twO distinct historical moments and novelistic forms whose crises
focus on violence directed towards the body and its relation to the Chicana/o body politic.
These texts reveal that within each form of violence and within each instance of
dismemberment there exists a differently encoded set of implications that account for the
excision and extraction of the body within the larger framework of Chicana/o culrural
discourse. This includes the obvious aberrations to the integrity of the physical body, as well
as to discursive fragmentations that imply cracks in psychological, social, and political
spheres in different moments in Chicana/o history. In these narratives, dismemberment is
an enacrment of violence that deconstructs pre-given notions regarding a fixed Chicana/o
identity, and Acosta and Morales characterize what happens when the Mexican-American
subject internalizes, resists, and rejects ambiguous racial discourses.
Traditionally in twentieth-century body studies, threats to the integrity of the body
begin as a threat towards individual dissolution. Helaine Posner suggests that this
preponderance is the result of the cultural isolation of the individual and the following
inevitability that leaves the subject vulnerable to social, political, and physical assaults that are
aesthetically expressed through the dismemberment of limbs, internal organs, and bodily
fluids that-when separated from their body proper-assume a subjective liminality.ii Oscar
Zeta Acosta's The Revolt of the Cockroach People and Alejandro Morales's The Rag Doll Plogtles
demonstrate how these same threats of corporeal violence and dissolution are also present in
Chicana/o literarure, and point towards a shifting individual and collective cui rural identity.3
Much as Lazaro Lima asserts in The Lotillo Botfy (2007), I also maintain that dismemberment
in Chicana/o cultural production reveals critical social upheavals that indicates "a divide that
fracrure[s] alliances, elid[es] ethnic and racial identities, and disembod[ies] subjects from the
protocols of citizenship." Two critical examples of this division in Chicana/o cultural
production is evident in the nationalist and post-nationalist narratives of Acosta and Morales
who treat dismemberment-resulting from autopsy and disease--as endemic of the
fractured alliances that continue to suffuse the real and imagined corporeal integrity of the
Chicana/o body politic.
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